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  “On the Waiting list of life” written by Emilija, Emi, Kukubajska are the first posthumously 
published diaries for children and young adults in the Macedonian literature. They are written in 
English, the official language of the author, a Macedonian born in Africa by Macedonian parents, and 
raised in the U.S. 
  The child-author begins her intimate life evidence with no intention to publish them, except to 
keep record of her personal perspectives on life, people and the world, from her age of 13. Later in the 
diaries she revealed her new wish to publish them one day. 
  Emilija Kukubajska is a gifted child who twice skipped grades in elementary school, excelled 
in 
math achievements, attended Kumon Math Institute, demonstrated above average IQ and memory, 
read Carl Sagan and Stephen Hawking at age 12, aspiring to be a cosmologist and astrophysicist like 
them, was an award winning singer at inter-scholastic competitions, played piano, loved drawing, and 
above all loved people for their inner beauty, and loved the world for its wonders. She could never 
dream or envision the nightmares of fighting for life that began two years later, when the lupus 
nephritis autoimmune disorder declared its first attacks and continued to brutally decline Emi’s health 
until it destroyed her life at age 27.  
  To her existential conscience and constructive conscientiousness the child-author admitted 
that her diaries are not to be considered as her personal history of the illness as weakness or 
helplessness. She self-imposed distance from her health problems, not because she was hiding them 
from the world, but because she resisted them with a silent and sober courage, without confusion or 
fear, but with confidence in science, and in love shared with her dearest, and ultimately with God who 
is not an imaginary or outdated cultural category for her, but a mystery beyond all mysteries and 
reality that contains all “realities”. 
  A contemporary and cultivated child-author, she articulates her desire for active quality life in 
a 
simplified and sincere narration, free from descriptions of external details. With lucid thought and 
direct 
language free from pretentious metaphors, her narration is psychological, using discourse of a child 
and later a young adult, focused at the characters’ inner world. She analyzes them, debates their 
opposing views and documents facts and events that partially include travelogue and memoir elements 
found in autobiographical, authentic diaries. 
  Emi’s diaries are not fiction, but a personally documented life journal that communicates with 
more than 400 characters in her environment. The fact that those characters are given fictitious names 
in the editing process, does not decrease the originality of the narrative. By doing this, the author-
narrator and the editor of this publication, protect the characters’ identity and the freedom of 
expression, renouncing any coincidental similarities, censorship or lawsuits.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
